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ABSTRACT:The fast-growing field of virtual reality is slowly reaching a trend in the
field of professional training. With the advent of faster and more powerful Virtual
Reality System and their rapidly increasing applications in business sectors are starting
to tap into VR to assist them during recruitment, training, and retaining employees
with virtual reality simulated environments. By giving new recruits and old hands
immersive experiences that seem more like play than work, Virtual Reality System can
inject interest and engagement where they may be lacking, helping employees see their
jobs in a more positive light. This paper mainly focuses on the development of a
virtual-reality based training environment for the break release measurement procedure
of an industrialized flour production facility. The methodology is based on the use of
flour mill equipment models and virtual reality techniques in order to simulate
processes in a safe and immersive virtual environment. The researchers made use of
Unity’s game engine platform to handle the physical behavior and responses of the
game objects to the user’s interactions and C# to simulate the virtual environment
processes together with an HTC Vive VR hardware setup to connect the user to the
virtual world.
KEYWORDS:Virtual Reality; Roller Mill; First Break Release; Virtual Trainer; Milling
Process Simulator.
1.0 I N T RO D UC TI O N
Virtual reality (VR) technology is defined as an advanced system that allows users to
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experience computer-mediated environments and simulations through the use of a
combination of different technologies and sensors such as head-mounted displays
(HMDs), handheld game controllers, haptic feedback, IR tracking system, and many
others [1].
The innovative nature of virtual reality makes it very appealing to several business
groups and the public sector. Industries that belong to the fields of medicine,
engineering, and the physical sciences have been relying more heavily on VR systems
in order to provide better training, visualization, and education to both their students
and staff [2].
In a Flour Mill industry, flour milling is the process by which wheat grains are ground
into flour [3]. In this process, operators are usually exposed to work hazards such as
dust, excessive noise, explosions, electrocutions, and injuries from improperly guarded
machinery [4]. This is why newly-hired employees, especially machine operators,
must be given proper training on safety and standard operating procedures to avoid
unwanted accidents and on-site injuries.However, employee training is expensive and
time-consuming as evidenced by the fact that teaching new employees on how to
operate factory equipment is usually done in groups to save time and resources [12].
For some industrial facilities, training often requires shutting down operations and
putting employees and trainees in potentially dangerous situations. Conversely, poor
training experience for new employees can have disastrous consequences ranging from
low company productivity to major work accidents, possibly resulting in serious injury
or loss of life [5]. Because of these, virtual reality training scenarios would be highly
beneficial to both new employees and the company, thus, this paper is focused on the
development of a virtual reality training environment for the industrial flour milling
process, specifically, for the break release measurement procedure of a roller mill.
2.0 ME TH O DOL OG Y
2.1 Break Release Measurement
The development of the system comes with the understanding of what is break release
measurement in flour milling process. Break release is stated as the percentage of
material passing through a specific size testing sieve [6]. The purpose of measuring the
break release in flour milling is to ensure consistent distribution of the stock
throughout the mill and avoid choking which causes machine malfunction [7].
Before executing the procedure, one must ensure that the mill is operating under
regular load [13]. The process starts with collecting samples from specific roller mills.
Representative samples must be taken equally from the left side and the right side of
the roll, both from the front and the back, to ensure accurate results. The next step is
recording the weight of all the samples taken from the mill, just before sifting them.
The sifting time and the sifter size used must be uniform all throughout the entire
procedure. The break system extraction will then be computed by comparing the
amount of stock obtained before and after the sifting process using (1).
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2.2 System Setup
Generally, a VR system that is rendered on a personal computer or laptop needs 3
primary VR hardware components: (1) a head-mounted gear to display the VR
content; (2) a pair of base stations to track the position and location of the VR devices;
and (3) 3D game controllers to interact with the game objects within the virtual
environment. For this study, the researchers used HTC Vive virtual reality hardware
setup as shown in Figure 1.

Figure1:HTC Vive Virtual Reality Hardware Setup
Vive’s Lighthouse tracking system, pioneered by Alan Yates of Valve, uses Beacons
(also known as base stations) which emit well-timed IR pulses and 2D IR laser sweeps
[8]. Arrays of IR-filtered photodiodes are embedded within each VR device that needs
tracking and the system uses them to calculate the relative position of the devices in
3D space. As the 2D plane of IR laser emitted by the base stations hits the photodiodes
(sensors) of each respective devices, the diodes’ output is amplified and then sent into
an internal circuitry which is programmed with the relative location of the source
signals from the base stations [9]. Given that there are enough inputs from the sensors,
the internal integrated circuit within each VR device can then locate its relative
position and orientation in space.
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Figure2:System Architecture
Figure 2 shows the overall system architecture. Using IR-based technology, the
sensors embedded within each device determines the user’s real-time position and
location relative to the ground. The data from the sensors are then used to translate the
user’s movements and position from the real world to the Virtual Environment
Representation. The user’s interactions as well as the objects’ behavior and response
are then processed and computed in the simulation model to emulate real-world
interactions. The simulation’s behavior andresponse to the user’s actions are then
rendered to the Display Devices which acts as the window into the virtual world.
2.3 Development Process
Creating the virtual training environment involves the following steps: (1) creating 3D
models for the game objects, (2) environment design (3) environment programming
and (4) creating tutorial scenes to guide the user throughout the entire training
session.The overall system development process of the VR-based training environment
is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure3:VR System Development Process

2.3.1 3D Modeling
The first part of the development process involved creating 3D models which the user
will be interacting with in the virtual world. For this study, the researchers used
SketchUp to design all 3D objects needed during simulation.
2.3.2 Environment Design
To implement the designing and programming stage of the virtual environment, the
researchers made use of the free version of Unity, a cross-platform game engine
developed by Unity Technologies. After creating the 3D models for the objects that
will be used in the virtual world, textures can then be added to give an object a
material-like finish. Another important thing to consider in designing an immersive
virtual environment is the lighting effect. One can choose between the various lighting
techniques and light sources available within Unity, each of which has its own
corresponding setting for the intensity, direction and color of the light that falls upon
it. Unity can also simulate the effect of an audio source that is being emitted by an
object.It supports most of the standard audio formats such as MP3, WAV, AIFF, and
Ogg formats and can also record audio from any available microphone on the user’s
computer during runtime. Properly applying these techniques can influence the user’s
senses into accepting this version of reality by creating effects such as lighting,
shadow, sound and tactile feedback.
2.3.3 Environment Programming
After designing the virtual environment to look and feel realistic, the next step would
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be to program the behavior of the machine and the objects used in the VR training
environment. To control an object’s motion through Unity’s physics engine, a rigid
body element must be attached to it. By giving it a Rigid body component, an object
can then be pulled downward by gravity, react to collisions with other game objects,
and be moved to a particular direction by applying forces to it [10].The collider
component defines the object’s shape and outlines the space of contact with other
objects for the purpose of physical collisions [11]. Colliders play a big role in terms of
physical interactions with the trainee and the game objects.Unity allows 2 scripting
languages in its platform: C# and Java. The researchers used C# as the primary
scripting language for this study. The scripts in Unity handle the physical behavior of
the objects within the virtual environment.
2.3.4 Tutorial Scene Creation
The next step of the development process is turning the game into a tutorial. This is
done by adding scripts or programs to certain game objects within the virtual world, as
well as voice commands and arrow pointers for the trainee to follow. The scripts can
outline in which part of the tutorial the trainee did wrong by using certain color signals
as highlights whenever an incorrect action is executed by the trainee. The arrow
pointers and voice commands can help the user determine which step to execute next.
3.0 R E SU LT A N D D IS C USS IO N S
This section briefly describes each of the modules produced for this project and the
design and development of a VR based training environment for break release. Figure
4 shows the VR-Based Training Environment.
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Figure 4: VR-Based Training Environment
The VR-Based Training Environment contains the following:
i.
The start button will have served as a switch for the transition from Free-roam
sandbox mode to the guided operation tutorial
ii.
The roller mill houses the rollers which break and grind the input wheat to break
flour with the desired yield (component names and functions are further discussed
on Figure 5)
iii.
The sample Analysis that contains equipment needed for determining the break
release output (component names and functions are further discussed on Figure 6)
iv.
Data display, which displays reference tables and the wheat weights being
processed.
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Figure 5: The Roller Mill
Figure 5 shows the components of the roller mill. It contains the following:
i.
A tank that acts as a window to the input wheat, which gives the operator visuals
on the wheat’s flow rate
ii.
A wheat viewing window, used as a viewing window which gives the operator
access to the incoming wheat, for acquiring input wheat samples positioned above
the grinding zone
iii.
A window that gives the operator access to the sampling zone to collect
discharged wheat for break release sampling, situated below the Grinding zone
iv.
A grinding clearance adjustment knob that adjusts the grinding clearance between
rollers to achieve the optimal yield expected for specific break release levels and
roller mill to bring the roller mill to operation or stop its processes.
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Figure 6: Work Table for Sample Analysis
Figure 6 shows the work table for sampling analysis. It contains the following:
i.
A vibrating sifter that vibrates to separate the break flour from other wheat
components not needed for the final flour and are subject to more grinding
ii.
A sieve and bottom frame that strains the break flour from other wheat
components by way of separating finer flour particles with much coarser wheat
components. The separated flour is then collected at the bottom frame, which is to
be weighed as the final output to compute yield
iii.
A weighing scale for measuring the weight of the acquired initial break flour
sample and the strained flour to compute the break release yield
iv.
A sampler container and tray for a more organized stacking and transport.
4.0 C O N C LUSIO N
The researchers were able to design a virtual reality training environment for break
release measurement of an industrial-grade flour manufacturing facility with the use of
a game engine platform and 3D modeling software. In the system architecture of this
paper, the basic working principle of a VR environment was presented. The steps
needed to design the VR training environment were also discussed as part of the
development process. The results showed the appearance of the finished VR training
environment as well as some description of each object in the virtual world and their
respective functionalities and uses.
For the future direction of this study, the researchers plan on coordinating with local
industrial production plants to introduce the application and benefits of virtual reality
training for the company and its employees. Possible future applications of this
research include: virtual tour of the entire manufacturing plant, virtual training for
proper safety procedures in the factory, guided multi-person training session, machine
maintenance training,and many others.
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